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ABSTRACT 
We deal with a hermitian space V over an involutorial di~dsion ring D with 
characteristic not 2 and with a nontrivial nonarchimedean valuation. We are con- 
cerned with the group C of unitary transformations modulo the subgroup 1 + J (J is 
the ideal of nonunits of the valuation ring in D). The normal subgroup structure of C 
is studied. It is also shown that the group C of a hyperbolic space is generated by 
certain standard matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a hermitian space over a division ring D with involution * and 
with characteristic not 2. The ring D is equipped with a nontrivial non- 
archimedean *-valuation to (in the sense of Holland [5]). 
This paper deals with unitary transformations modulo 1 + J, where j is 
the Jacobson radical of the valuation ring in the division ring D. A unitary 
transformation modulo 1 + J preserves the hermitian form up to a factor in 
l+ J .  
This work arose from the treatment of the ring of linear transformations 
of a hermitian space over an ordered division ring D. When D is ordered (in 
the sense given in [1]), all symmetries will be central modulo 1 + J, and then 
one can find easily unitary transformations modulo 1 + J (see [2]). In fact. 
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dealing with hermitian spaces over ordered fields is a useful concept if one 
also wishes to study transformations of positive hermitian forms. 
Unitary transformations modulo 1 + J form a group c containing the 
unitary group of V. The treatment of the group C corresponds to several 
needs. For one thing, it helps in studying the ideal structure of the ring L 0 of 
linear transformations of V that increase lengths, given in [3]. For another, it 
helps in studying the unitary group of the residue space V, where every 
unitary transformation modulo 1 + j induces a unitary transformation the 
residue space. For a third, one is interested in finding parallels between 
linear transformations and infinite matrices over D. 
Section 3 of this work is concerned with the normal subgroup structure of 
the group C. In that section we will require further a generalized Cauchy- 
Schwartz inequality relative to the ground valuation to. In fact, if to is the 
order valuation associated to an ordering of D, then the Canehy-Schwartz 
inequality holds true (see [2] or [5]). Spaces with Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
have proven to be useful in studying orthomodular spaces, in particular 
orthomodular quadratic spaces (see [6]). 
In archimedean matrix representation of the orthogonal group of an 
orthogonal space over a field carrying an archimedean valuation, each ortho- 
gonal transformation viewed as a matrix over D has all its entries from the 
valuation ring R in D. In the nonarchimedean setup considered, a criterion 
on the entries of the matrix of ¢ for a linear transformation ¢ to be unitary 
modulo 1 + J is given in [2] (see also [4]). What can be asserted about the 
matrix of ~b in ease of a hyperbolic space?. In Section 4, we will be dealing 
with finite-dimensional hyperbolic spaces (Canchy-Schwartz inequality not 
required), we will establish defining conditions on the entries of the matrix of 
q~ for ¢ to be unitary modulo 1 + ]. This enables us to show that the group 
of unitary transformations modulo 1 + J is generated by certain standard 
matrices. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
We begin with recalling the meaning of some of the terms that will be 
used in this paper. By *-valuation we mean an onto mapping to: D ~ G, 
where G is a linearly ordered additive group with positive infinity adjoined, 
such that 
(i) to(x) = ~z if and only if x = O, 
(ii) to(x + y) >~ min((to(x), to(g)), 
(iii) to(xy) = to(x) + to(y), and 
(vi) to(x*) = to(x) for all x ¢ O. 
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Let 
R = {x 
j = {x > 0}. 
Then R is the valuation ring in D. Indeed, R is a subring of D which is 
preserved under conjugation, and J = Jac(R) is the largest nonzero ideal 
~R in R. 
The ideal j of nonunits of the valuation ring R given rise to the normal 
subgroup 1 + J of the group D x of nonzero elements of D. The congruence 
of this group determined by the normal subgroup 1 + J will consistently be 
denoted by --. In symbols 
a=b ¢. ab - l~  l + J  
¢* a =b(1  + j )  forsome j ~y .  
In the case where a or b is a unit of the valuation ring R, then evidently 
a = b ~ a = b (rood J )  ~ a -- b E J. It is also appropriate to add that = 
is compatible with * in that a = b ~ a* = b*. 
Let L be the ring of linear transformations ~b on V that have adjoints q~*. 
DEFINITION 1. Any linear transformation ~b ~ L is said to be unitary 
modulo 1 + J if ~b is a one-to-one and onto mapping such that for every 
/ ;EV ,  
vch'vch = v 'v (mod l  +j) .  (1) 
If ~b is a unitary transformation, then for each v ~ V, it follows that 
vch'vqb = v 'v  and hence ~b is also unitary modulo 1 + J .  Unlike the 
situation for a unitary transformation, a unitary transformation modulo 1 + j 
does not generally take an orthogonal basis to an orthogonal basis. Conse- 
quently, it is not generally true that uqb" vq5 =-u 'v  (mod 1 + J). I f  v is a 
finite-dimensional nonisotropic space, then any transformation q~ satisfying 
(1) is one-to-one, because vrb" v~b = 0 implies v 'v  = 0 and by the non- 
isotropy of V, it follows that v = 0. Hence ¢b is also onto. 
DEFINITION 2 [3]. Let 
L~ = {4) ~ L I 2oa(u'vqb)  >_- o2(u 'u )  + ¢o(v 'v )  + 2g,  u or v ~0} 
(g c), 
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+~ Lg {rk~L I2to (u 'vck)  >to(u .u )  +o J (v .v )+2g,  uorv~O} 
(g 
L 0 is a subring of L. For each g >~ 0, Lg [L~] is a *-closed two-sided 
ideal of the ring L 0, which is contained in L~- if g > 0. For future reference 
note that ~b ~ L 0 [~b ~ L~-] implies that 
,o(u~. u~)  >/o~(u. u) (2) 
[ to(uqb.uqb) > to(u .u) ,  u .u ¢: 0] (3) 
DEFINITION 3 [3]. Call rk ~ L medial or say that ~b preserves lengths, if 
to(uqb.ufb) = to(u "u) for every u ~ V. (4) 
Let M be the set of all medial transformations. We now recall some of 
the results obtained in [2] (and [4]). 
THEOREM 4. 
(1) A unitary transformation modulo 1 + j is medial. 
(2) For qb ~ L~, if ¢r = 1 + rk, then ¢r is a unitary transformation 
modulo 1 + ]. 
(3) The set C of all unitary transformations modulo 1 + J is a multiplica- 
tive group. 
(4) I f  dp ~ C then qb* ~ C. 
(5) I f  rk ~ C then ck rk* ~ 1 + L~. 
LEMMA 5. I f  dp is a unitary transformation modulo 1 + J of a hermitian 
space V, and if a and b are orthogonal elements of V, then acb. bdp ~ J. 
3. NORMAL SUBGROUP STRUCTURE OF C IN AN 
ELLIPTIC SPACE 
In this section we investigate the normal subgroup structure of the group 
C of a nondegenerate h rmitian space V which is elliptic, in the sense of 
Chacron [3], that is, V satisfies the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
2 to (u .v )  >/ to (u 'u )  + o~(v-v) forall u,v  ~V.  (5) 
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An elliptic space V is necessarily nonisotropic. In fact, from the inequality (5) 
it follows that if Rad(V) = {v • V L v • V = 0}, then 
Rad(V) = {v •V Iv .v  =0}.  
Thus from the nondegeneraey follows the nonisotropy of the space V. 
LEMMA 6. Let  V be an elliptic space. I f  4) • L~ and Ix•  C, then 
4) + Ix is a unitary transformation modulo 1 + J. 
Proof. From 4, • L~- it follows that for each v • V we have 
~o(v4, 'v4,)  > o~(v 'v ) .  So ¢o( (v4 , 'v4 ,Xv 'v )  -~) > 0, that is, v4, -v4 ,  = 
j l (v  • v)  for some jl  • J. From the ellipticity of V it follows that 
20,(v4,-vIx) >/,o(v6-v4,) + o,(vix, vix) 
> 2o , (v .  v) ,  
so that v4," vix = j2 (v  • v). Also, vlx " v4, = j3 (v  • v). Finally, since Ix • C, it 
follows that vIx- vIx = (1 q-j4) (V " V). Hence 
v(4,  + Ix) • v(4,  + Ix) = v4,. v4, + v4,. vIx + vIx. v4, + vIx. vIx 
= (1 +j)(v'v), 
where j =J l  +j,2 +Ja q-j4 • J. Therefore, for every" v • V, 
v(4 ,  + Ix) "v (4 ,  + IX) - v 'v  (mod l  + J ) .  • 
LEMMA 7. For every 4, • C and g • G, we have 4,L v = Lv4, = Lv, 
and + - + L + 
Proof. Let r•L~ and 4 ,•  C, then 
2o, (u .  v (4 , r ) )  = 2o , (u .  (v4,)~-) (,,, v ~: O) 
>/,, , ( , ,  .,,) + ,,,(v4,. v4,) + zg  
= . , ( . - , , )  + o , (v -v )  + 2v  
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and hence ~bLg c Lg. Also 
2~(u .v(~¢)) = 2~(u~*. w)  
i.e., Lg ~b c Lg. Since ~b 
Lg c ~bLg and Lg c Lg ~b. 
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/> o~(u4*, u6*) + o~(v. v) + 2g 
= o,(u. u) + ,o(v. v) + 2g, 
is invertible and ~b -1 ~ C, then we also have 
It is known from [3] that the group of invertible lements in M is also the 
group of units of the ring L 0. An example of an invertible medial transforma- 
tion which is not unitary modulo 1 + J is given in [4]. Thus we obtain 
LEMMA 8. If V is an elliptic space, then the group C is a proper 
subgroup of the group of units of the ring L o. 
DEFINITION. For g ~ G, g ~> 0, let 
c~ = c n (1 + L~), 
C~=C N (1 + Lg~). 
REMARK. By Theorem 4, 1 + L~ c C and therefore 
c ;  = c n (1 + rg )  = 1 + r; .  
LEMMA 9. I f  V is an elliptic space, then C O = C. 
Proof. Let ~b ~ C. Then ~b E M and 
2o~(u .u¢)  >/o~(u-u) + o , (u¢ .u~)  
= 2o~(u-u), 
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that is, to(u • u05) >1 to(u • u). Now, 
2w(u-v (05  - 1)) >1 w(u .u) + o9((v05 - v) .(v05 - v)) 
>~ oJ(u .u )  + min{w(v .v05),to(v.v)} 
>/ , , (u  .u )  + ,o(,: " ,0 .  
ttence 05 - 1 ~ L 0 and so 05 ~ 1 + L 0. Therefore 05 ~ C 0. 
THEOREM 10. Let V be any elliptic space. The subsets Cg (C]), g >~ O, 
form a chain of *-closed normal subgroups of the group C of unitary 
transformations modulo 1 + J, such that 
+ (i) g >~ g' ~ Cg c Cg, (C~c Cg,); 
- I -  (ii) A C¢ f') Cg - {1}; 
(iii) [C~,, Cg~] c Cg~+g~ ([Cgl, Cg~] c C~- +~: ). 
Proof. First we claim that Cg contains inverses. Let 05 ~ C~. Then 
05 ~ C, and by (5) of Theorem 4 it follows that 05 05* - 1 =/x  ~ Lg. So 
/x = 0505* - 1 = 05(05* - 1) + (05-  1) ~ 05Lg + L~ = Lg. Now. 05* = 
05-1 + 05 1/x gives 05 l _  1 =(05" - 1 ) -  05-1/z~L~ + 05 IL~ =L~,  and 
hence 05-1 ~ 1 + Lg. Thus 05-1 ~ Cz. Next, let qS, o- ~ C~. Then 
1 - 05tr = 05(1 - tr) + (1 - 05) 
6L~ +L~ = L~, 
so that 05tr ~ 1 + Lg. Hence Cg is closed under multiplication. 
Let17~C. ,  then by. Lemma 7., it follows that rL~r  l=Lg .  Hence 
"rC~r = C~, and Cg as normal. Smce both C and L~ are *-closed, then 
clearly C~ is closed under *. Thus we have shown that C~ is a *-closed 
+<3 normal subgroup of C (g >~ 0). For the assertion C~ C use a similar 
argument. 
Properties (i) and (ii) are evident. To prove (iii), we proceed to show, say, 
+ that 05 ~ Cgl, r ~ C+g2 together imply that [05, r]  ~ C~,+~. Indeed, 
[05, - 1 =  _05) 
= (/) - IT-1 [ ( (~) -  1) ( r -  1) - ( r -  1)(05 - 1)] 
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(K 49-1'I--1(LglL;2 + L + g2ggl) 
t - I  - I t+  + C q) "/" L,g~+g 2= Lg~+g. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
THEOREM 11. Let V be any elliptic space which is not the 1-dimensional 
+ orthogonal space. For every g ~ G, neither the subgroups Cg and Cg is the 
identity subgroup. 
Theorem 11 is an immediate consequence of [1, Theorem 2.17]. 
4. UNITARY TRANSFORMATION MODULO 1 + J 
OF HYPERBOLIC SPACES 
In this section we consider a hermitian space V of dimension 2n. We 
assume that V has a basis e 1 . . . . .  en, el . . . . .  en where e i, ~ are hyperbolic 
pairs and e i (respectively el) is orthogonal to all basis vectors except ei 
(respectively el). The matrix of inner products is then 
[0 
S= E ' 
where E is the n × n unit matrix. I f  49 ~ L and A = Mtrx 49 = (aij), then 
A* = (aj*) is an involution. Also, the matrix S induces a new involution (~) as 
follows: 
A (~) = S-  1A*S. 
One can show that Mtrx 49* = (Mtrx 49)(s). 
LEMMA 12. Let 49 be a unitary transformation modulo 1 + J of the 
space V. I f  T is the matrix of 49, then 
T 'ST  ~ J2n, 
where j2 n = {(r,,): r~j ~ J fo r j  -~ n + i, r ,  = O, r,,,+, ~ 1 + j .  r~j = r~*j for 
i # j}. Moreover, if we write T in block form 
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we get 
(1) A*C + C*A  • J,,, 
(2) B*D + D*B • J , ,  
(3) E - (A*D + C 'B)  • M. ( J ) ,  
where j,, = ((ru): rij • j ,  r i i  = O, rij 
matrices over J. 
= rj*} and M,,(])  is the set of  n x n 
Pro@ It is straightforward to show that T 'ST  = (ri j) where 
( e i¢"  ejch, l <~i , j<~n,  
1 <~i~n,  n<j~2n,  
n < i <~ 2 n, 1 <<.j <~ n, 
n<i , j~2n.  
Clearly r i j  = r ;  for ive j. Since ~b is a unitary transformation modulo 1 + J, 
then rii = eic h • eiq~ ~ e i • e i = 0 for 1 <~ i <~ n, and so rii = 0 for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Similarly rii = 0 for n < i ~< 2n. Lemma 5 proves the fact that r i j  • J for 
iva n + j. Finally we show that r i ,, + i = ei d)" e~ 4) • 1 + J. Indeed, 
(e, + ~, )~.  (e, + ~, )6  -- (~, + ~,) • (e, + ~,), 
that is, ei~b" ~i~b + ~i~b- ~b - 2, which implies that eigo'Fi4) - 1. Now, if we 
write T in block form 
we obtain the condition 
which upon multiplication gives the required conditions. 
REMARK 13. From Lemma 12 we deduce that if 4) • C and T is the 
matrix of ~b, then T(S)T • 1 + M2,,(J). 
Next, we will show that the converse of Remark 13 is true. In fact, we will 
prove that if 4) satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3) in Lemma 12, then 
4, eC .  
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LEMMA 14. A linear transformation ¢k of V is unitary modulo 1 + J if 
and only if qb satisfies the three conditions of Lemma 12. 
Proof. Assume that ~b satisfies the conditions. Following the notation 
used in the proof of Lemma 12, we have e i~.  e i~b = 0 and ~,~b" ~,~b = 0. 
We also have ei~b.~,~b= 1 and eiqb.ejqb, ei~b.~jqb~ J for i~ j .  So 
e, q~.~, ~b = 1 + g,, where gi ~ J. Let V = ]E v,e, + ~ ~i ~, be an arbitrary 
element in V. Then 
v- v = E v,~, + E ~,v*. 
Hence, 
to(v" v) = min og(v,~*) 
= min[to(v , )  + to(~,)] .  
Now, 
vdp = E v, eiqb + E ~,~,ck, 
and so 
i #:j i ~j i *j 
71- E I),(1 "}- gi)~)~ -[- E ~iCi~)'ej~D; -}- E ~i( ] -]- gi)*l)~ " 
i i~j i 
By expanding the fourth and sixth terms we get 
i . j  i ~j i . j  
+ E v,g,~* + E ~,~,6"ej¢v~ + E ~,g*v*, 
i i ~j i 
0)( ~i l)igi~i~ -]- Ei ~ig~ I)~ ) ~ min oJ( v ig~ ~ ) 
= min[oJ(v~) + ~o(g,) + ~o(~i) ] 
> min[,o(v,) + ~,(~,)] 
(6) 
= ~(v .v ) .  
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Thus, 
and 
Similarly, 
Thus, 
O)( (~u ig iu  ~ jr_ ~ .~) ig~) . ) (©.~)  1) > 0 
v~gev.*, + g~g*v*  = (v .v )a ,  a ~ j.  
i 
i . j  i*j i ~j 
(7) 
+ g v,~4"cJ4C) > o4,~.~). 
i~j 
i e,j i 4=j i 4=j 
+ E ~,~,6.ej6~? = (~.~)b .  l, e j .  (s) 
i ~j 
From (6), (7), and (8) we get v4)" v4~ = (v" v)(1 +j ) ,  where j = a + b ~ J. 
Therefore, v~b- vq5 - v • v (rood 1 + J), as required. • 
We call the three conditions in Lemma 12 the defining conditions for the 
group C of unitary transformations modulo 1 + J. 
LEMMA 15. The group C contains the foUowing elements: 
(i) [ A0 A*° ] w i thA inver t ib le ' '  
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Proof. One easily verifies the defining conditions. 
We call the matrices given in Lemma 15 the unitary standard matrices 
modulo 1 + J. We now show that they generate C. 
THEOREM 16. The group C of unitary transformations modulo 1 + J of a 
finite-dimensional hyperbolic space V is generated by the unitary standard 
matrices modulo 1 + J. 
Proof. The proof consists in simplifying any given unitary matrix mudulo 
l+ j ,  
by multiplying again and again by standard matrices until we finally reach the 
identity matrix. We may without loss of generality assume A v~ 0, since 
otherwise we multiply U by 
[0 
-E  
It is known that any matrix A can be diagonalized using elementary row and 
column operations; in fact, one can get a form where all the diagonal 
coefficients are 1 or 0. Thus there exist invertible matrices T 1, T 2 such that 
0 
where E is the k × k identity matrix with 1 ~< k ~< n. In this way we go from 
U to 
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and obtain a matrix of the form 
[CI C2 I DI 
LC`3 C4 j D 3` D.tJ 
where E, Bl, Ci, and D~ are all k × k matrices and the others have the 
corresponding sizes. From C*A + A*C ~ J,, it follows that C 1 + C* ~ J~. 
We multiply on the left by the standard matrix 
[c  0 where T = 
E ' - C`3 
and obtain a matrix of the form 
0 0 ,, B`3 B~/ 
0 C 4 D a D 4 J 
0 ' 
Since U (~) is also unitary moduh) 1 + J, we get BA* + AB* E J,,, which 
implies that B 1 + B~ e Jk. We nmltiply now on the right by the standard 
matrix 
I0 w,,ere E ' - B* . .  ' 
and obtain a matrix of the form 
[ ~ o lo  o 1 o o ', B~ B~ [ 
[0 (74110,3 O4] 
From E - (A*D + C 'B)  ~ Mn( J )  it follows that E - D1, D 2, E - 
C'~B 4 ~ M( J ) .  Also, C•B a ~ M( J ) ,  which implies that B a ~ M( J ) .  Again, 
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since U (s) is unitary modulo 1 + J, then as we have done for B a, we can 
show that C 2 ~ M(J ) .  We now multiply on the left by the standard matrix 
o__L .  o 
o O ', E 
0 0 -D  3 
and obtain a matrix of form U 1 + F, where 
Vl = 
E 0 0 O]  ] 0 0 0 B 4 0 0 E 0 ' 
0 C 4 0 D 4 
F = 
-i- olo 0] ° im' ° / 
m2 ~, m3 m4/ '  
0!m  03 
and F ~ M2,,(J). 
From D*B + B*D ~ Jn it follows that D~B 4 q- B~D 4 E Jn-k, so that 
the defining conditions imply that 
0 B4] 
C4 D4 E C2(n_k). 
It also follows that the simplified matrix belongs to C2( n_ k), and induction on 
n completes the proof. • 
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